
Half Covers Retail prices June 11, 2021

Rain/Shade covers are manufactured from 'solashield' or shadecloth fabric.

The shadecloth thro-over is designed to protect your plants from excessive sun exposure and keeps temperatures down in summer.

The solashield thro-over is designed to keep out rain and wind.  Also helps to ease the effects of frost and helps to keep the warmth in.

The Stand off cover stands off the house supported by brackets. Brackets & frame are manufactured from galvanised BHP steel 

and is easily installed. This type of cover allows for superior cooling as the air between the two covers is cooled first.
 

      Thro-over Thro-over Stand off 

(standard house) with fitted ends (Split Roof house)

                                           (standard house)

1800mm (6') WIDE $ $ $

1800W x 1800L (6 x 6') 310 369 464

1800 x  2690      (6 x 9') 380 456 569

1800 x 3580       (6 x 12') 489 586 731

1800 x 4470       (6 x 15') 628 754 939

2400mm (8') WIDE

2400 x 1800        (8 x 6') 380 456 569

2400 x  2690      (8 x 9') 471 565 704

2400 x 3580       (8 x 12') 580 696 868

2400 x 4470       (8 x 15') 721 865 1078

2400 x 5360       (8 x 18') 886 1063 1325

2400 x  6250      (8 x 21') 1083 1299 1619

2400 x 7140       (8 x 24') 1123 1597 19910 0 0

3000mm (10') WIDE 

3000 x 1800      (10 x 6') 468 562 700

3000 X 2690     (10 x 9') 580 696 868

3000 x 3580      (10 x 12') 693 831 1036

3000 x 4470      (10 x 15') 830 996 1241

3000 x 5360      (10 x 18') 995 1195 1488

3000 x 6250      (10 x 21') 1192 1430 1782

3000 x 7140      (10 x 24') 1379 1655 20620

3650mm (12') WIDE         

Add 20% to above price 

Accessories:

Replacement Thro-over bungee strap fixings $8 ea

Replacement Stand off bungee strap fixings $10 ea

Information:

Thro-over - covers top & mid-way down both sides  of house 

Thro-over with fitted ends - covers top, mid-way down sides, front & back  of house

Stand off thro-over - cover stands off the house attached by galvanised steel rods & brackets

Covers top & midway down sides of house. Stainless steel clasps screw into frame for bungee straps to attach. 

Roof vent can fully open.

All fixings provided. Adloheat, 2/7 Bormar Drive Pakenham 3810 PH: 03 59400281

Shade house with sola thro-over with no 
fitted ends 

Standard hot house with shade thro-over 
with fitted ends 

Stand off cover on Split roof house 


